3rd. ESO SYLLABUS (2007-2008)
UNITS
1. “People”

GRAMMAR
-To be & have got
-Present Simple
-Present Continuous
-Articles
-Prepositions of time
-Past Simple
-Regular & Irregular Verbs

VOCABULARY
-Adjectives of Personality &
Appearances
-Frequency Adverbs
-Times, Seasons & Periods of
Time
-Music
-Revision of times & seasons
-Periods of times & dates

READING/WRITING
-Appearances
-Describing People
-Knowing Stereotypes

ORAL/LISTENING
-Present Simple endings
-Asking about people
-Introducing people
-Listening to descriptions

FUNCTIONS
-Describing people
-Asking about people

-Project Writing

-Talking about music
-Pronunciation: /ed/ endings

3 “Are we going
anywhere?”

-Revision of:
-Present Simple
-Present Continuous
-Past Simple

-Summer Story/School Day.
-Describing a
friend/A summer night

4. “The criminal
world”

-Past Continuous
-Past Simple vs Past
Continuous
-So, because

-Adjectives describing people
& personality
-Times, seasons & periods of
time.
-Class. Language
-Crime
-Identikit

5 “Quantities”

-Some/any/a/an
-Too much/too many
-A lot of
Revision of:
-Present Simple & Present
Continuous
-Some/any/a/an
-Revision of Past Simple,
Regular & irregular verbs
-Introduction of Present
Perfect & Past Participle
-Adverbs: ever/never

-Food
-Quantifiers

-Food Facts
-Writing a recipe

-Verbs describing situations

-Mick Malone: finish the
story
-A day in Larry’s life

-Talking about your
weekend/Telling about
yourself
-Making arrangements/Rock
& Roll Music
-Was/were
-Listening to a robbery in a
shop
-Talking about past events
-Interview
-Information about a
Restaurant
-Eating out
-Listening to stories & a song
-Making questions about
photos & some music

-Asking about times,
Seasons and
celebrations
-Asking about
memories & last
weekend
-Favourite Music.
-Role play: description
of a famous person

-Nouns adjectives
-Adverbs related to
environmental problems

-Progress changes in the
Modern World
-“World Action” competition
-Questionnaire about
environment

2. “Yesterday”

6. “What was
happening?”

7. “Earth in danger!”

.

-True stories from the World
of Crime
-Writing & confession
-Clues

-Talking about “Progress”
-Listening to an interview
about Z’oé tribe in the
rainforest

-Role play: bank
robbery
-Giving opinions
-Agreement &
Disagreement
-Ordering a meal
-Explaining a recipe
-Memory game

-Giving opinions
-Agreeing &
disagreeing

8. “Sports”

-Present Perfect vs Past
simple
-For, since & just

-Sports & equipment

-Sports brochure
-The summit of Everest

9. “I’ve done it”

-Revision of Present
Perfect+FOR/SINCE/JUST

-Job names and adjectives
related to jobs

10. “Computers”

-Will & might
-1st conditional
- Imperative

-Computers
-Expressions of movement
-Verbs & Prepositions

-Read about Kirk Douglas’
biography and answer the
questions.
-Composition: risky sport
-Castle master
-Sarah’s web review

11 “Shopping”

-Comparative & Superlative
-Be/going to
-Revision: too/enough

12. “Multicultural
Britain”

Revision of:
-Going to, Comparatives &
Superlative
-I think that’s….

13. “Rules”

-Can, could & be allowed to
-Have to
-Must

-Shopping
-Adverts
-Adjectives describing
products
-Religions
-Countries
-Languages
-Pop music
-Colloquial Expression
-Legal vs illegal
-Household chores and
objects

14 “Money”

-Passive Voice
-Present
-Past Simple
-Revision of:
-Present & Past Passive
-Modal verbs

15. “Social events”

-Money

-Colloquial language and
social expressions

-Asking about sports
-Role play: talking
-Discussing risky situations
about experiences
-Programme about skysurfing -Giving opinions
-Agreeing &
disagreeing
-Talking about jobs
-Discussing about
their favourite job
-Agreeing and
disagreeing
-Virtual world
-Alphabet &
-Song: All my loving
Acronyms

-Supermarket & Shops
-Products & Adverts.
-Plans for the wk.
-Planning and advert.
-Composition: going to &
giving opinions

-Going shopping
-Intonation

-Plans & Intentions
-Expressing opinions
& talking about plans

-Teenagers conversation
-Multiracial Britain
-Ska & Reggae Music

-Talking in an
informal context

-Rules at school
-“The sultan”
-Expressing contrast in
writing
-Teenage Millionaires
-Organizing a paragraph

/ / and weak forms

-Giving opinions and
discussing about rules
-Household chores

-Talking about money

-Organizing a party

-Talking about a film already
seen

-Doing a role play
-Interview to a
teenager millionaire
-Making offers and
request

